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Executive Summary 

The Variable Retention Windthrow Monitoring project has been ongoing for four years, 
the first two years as a pilot study. 

The first year of the project included the eastern portion of Weyerhaeuser’s West Island 
Timberlands in south central Vancouver Island and the Queen Charlotte Island 
Timberlands.  The second year focused on the Klanawa and Walbran watersheds in West 
Island Timberlands, Port McNeill Timberlands and North Island Timberlands.  In the 
third year the study expanded to include the Sprout Lake portion of West Island 
Timberlands, South Island Timberlands and Stillwater Timberlands.  New plots were also 
established in North Island Timberlands and the Queen Charlotte Islands.  The fourth 
year of the study saw the establishment of 377 new plots in variable retention harvest 
units at North Island Timberlands, Port McNeill Timberlands and Stillwater Timberlands.  
Re-sampling took place on the majority of the pilot study sites that had experienced less 
than two winter wind seasons at the time of the initial sampling. 

The wide geographic distribution of the study site facilitates evaluation of coast-wide 
variation in windthrow that associated with variable retention silvicultural practices.  

The overall project objectives are: 

• Document the amount of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Document the spatial distribution or patterns of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Document regional differences in the extent of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Identify the qualitative and quantitative factors associated with VR windthrow 
including both environmental factors and treatment effects. 

• Identify specific management options to control windthrow associated with VR. 

• Develop field indices and decision-making tools to enhance windthrow hazard 
assessments. 

• Communicate the results to operations staff. 

The project database now consists of total of 2994 plots:  Of these, 406 are in North 
Island, 517 in Port McNeill, 363 in the Queen Charlotte Islands, 203 in South Island, 327 
in Stillwater and 1178 in West Island.  A total of 98 harvested blocks are included in the 
sample, representing nearly 191 kilometres of external setting boundaries, 27 kilometres 
of larger patch edges, 112 hectares of smaller retention patches and 52 kilometres of 
riparian and other strip edges. 

To date the study shows definite regional differences in windthrow for those blocks that 
have experienced at least 1.5 wind seasons.  The average amount of windthrow along 
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external setting edges varies from an average of 6 ±0.5%1 in South Island to 16±0.5% in 
the North Island, with an overall average of 11±0.2%.  There is a similar regional trend 
with windthrow for patches and groups.  The average windthrow along the edges of 
larger patches is 5±0.5% in South Island and 27±1.6% in the Queen Charlotte Islands 
with an overall average of 15±0.5%.  The average windthrow in small patches (clusters 
and groups) is 11±1.7% in the Stillwater area and 44±1.4% in the Queen Charlotte 
Islands with an overall average of 29±0.5%.  For strips of retained timber, the windthrow 
rates range from 7±0.6% in South Island to 28±1.3% in North Island, with an overall 
average of 21±0.6%.  For protrusions of timber along falling boundaries (termed bulges 
and peninsulas in this study) windthrow rates varied from 25±2.7% in North Island and 
Port McNeill to 5±1.5% in South Island with an overall average of 19±0.9%. 

The data indicate that windward edges on external boundaries and larger patches are 
more vulnerable to windthrow than other boundary exposures.  There is an apparent trend 
of increasing windthrow with increasing fetch distance along these edges; this effect may 
be less pronounced at greater fetch distances.  The character of the fetch surface may 
affect the amount of windthrow along external setting edges.  Setting edges downwind of 
areas of retention appear to be subject to less windthrow than areas downwind of clearcut 
areas. 

There is a strong relationship between slope position and the amount of windthrow.  
Topographically exposed locations such as ridge crests and upper slopes tend to 
experience more windthrow. 

For external edges, patch edges, retained groups and retained strips, the amount of 
windthrow increases with increasing stand height. 

In general, external setting edges and the edges of retained strips are more vulnerable to 
windthrow when they occur along the edges of gullies or stream escarpments than in 
other topographic locations. 

The distance that windthrow penetrates into a stand edge is affected by some of the same 
factors that control percent windthrow.  Penetration tends to increase as percent 
windthrow increases and also varies with changes in boundary exposure.  Penetration 
distances increase with increasing exposure to wind, being least on lee boundaries and 
greatest along windward boundaries.  A similar relationship is seen with cumulative fetch 
distance, with penetration increasing as fetch distance increases.  Windthrow penetration 
increases with increasing stand height and increasing rooting depth and windthrow 
penetration distances are greatest along the edges of gullies and stream escarpments. 

                                            
1 Standard error of the mean. 
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1.0 Introduction 

The Weyerhaeuser Company’s BC Coastal Group has adopted the Variable Retention 
(VR) approach to harvesting and silviculture for most of the company’s public and 
private forestland.  The goal has been to phase-in variable retention over a 5-year period, 
increasing the amount by 20% per year.   

Most of the variable retention blocks use the retention silvicultural system, leaving trees 
as groups, as dispersed individual trees or small clusters of a few trees.  Modified 
shelterwood and selection systems with long-term reserves are also used. Variable 
retention will result in an increase in the total length of forest edge associated with forest 
openings, as well as greater numbers of dispersed trees.  Due to these changes, we expect 
to see an increase in the frequency and extent of windthrow associated with forest 
harvesting.  It is important to document the extent of windthrow associated with VR 
harvesting and to determine the best strategies to minimize or manage for windthrow.  In 
many cases, the existing state of knowledge will suffice; but, in some cases, additional 
information will be required.  In order to document the extent of windthrow and to 
improve windthrow management, it is necessary to monitor the character and location of 
windthrow over time and to document the management and environmental factors 
associated with windthrow.  

2.0 Project Objectives 

The project objectives are to: 

• Document the amount of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Document the spatial distribution or patterns of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Document regional differences in the extent of windthrow associated with VR. 

• Identify the qualitative and quantitative factors associated with VR windthrow 
including both environmental factors and treatment effects. 

• Identify specific management options to control windthrow associated with VR. 

• Develop field indices and decision-making tools to enhance windthrow hazard 
assessments. 

• Communicate the results to operations staff. 
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Project Phase-In 

The variable retention windthrow monitoring project was developed in three phases:  
preliminary design, a pilot study, and now full implementation. 

3.1.1 Phase 1 – Preliminary design 

• Development of a field methodology (including one or more sampling designs) for 
assessment of post-harvest windthrow associated with VR.  This work included 
limited field assessment of VR areas and associated windthrow.  The purpose of this 
work was to develop appropriate sampling techniques that account for the variability 
and character of residual stands and stand edges created by VR. 

• Development of data fields/codes and a database structures that are compatible with 
field data loggers. 

3.1.2 Phase 2 – Pilot study 

• Organization and implementation of a pilot field and air photo-monitoring program to 
test the suitability of the preliminary sampling design, data collection and 
measurement protocols.  The focus of the pilot study was on three areas of windthrow 
concern:  the southwest Vancouver Island, the north coast of Vancouver Island, and 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

• Development and modification of a database for storing and manipulating windthrow 
data.  This database was constructed in MS Access.  It is network ready and is 
capable of importing digital information from field data loggers. 

• Analysis of the pilot data to determine if the data collected was suitable and sufficient 
to fulfil the objectives of the monitoring program. 

• Re-design and re-testing of the monitoring methodology, sampling design and data 
compilation and analysis procedures. 

• Assessment of the utility of large-scale air photos and orthophotos for windthrow 
monitoring purposes and, where appropriate, incorporating the use of air photos into 
the monitoring methodology. 

3.1.3 Phase 3 – Implementation 

• Implementation of a full-scale monitoring program.  

• Integration of the monitoring program into Weyerhaeuser’s experimental VR 
comparison blocks. 

• Data analysis and interim reporting on an annual basis. 

• Extension of study results to operational personnel. 
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3.2 Sampling Design  

3.2.1 Sample segment delineation and plot selection 

All external falling boundaries, variable retention (VR) patches and groups, riparian 
reserve zones and forested riparian management zones2, and other types of reserves and 
dispersed treatments are sampled if they have experienced at least two fall-winter-spring 
wind seasons3 (preferably three wind seasons).  In areas such as the southeast coast of 
Vancouver Island that rarely experience strong winds, a four to five-year waiting period 
may prove more appropriate. 

3.2.2 Group retention and setting edges 

It is necessary to partition or stratify all VR patches, groups and clusters (very small 
patches), any specialized reserves and all external falling boundaries into segments or 
sample plots in a systematic fashion so that the plot data is suitable for statistical analysis.  
Since we are dealing with both patches of timber and edges of timber (e.g. boundaries 
along external setting edges), we needed a sampling design that could deal with both 
spatial and linear features.  There are two obvious choices available for the delineation of 
plots.  We can create plots of equal area and/or equal length or we can accept plots of 
unequal area and/or unequal length.  We decided to use unequal-sized plots, and then use 
area-based or length-based weighting during the data analysis phase to accommodate 
differences in plot size.  Forest stands and coastal terrain do not conveniently split apart 
into equal-sized pieces; it is logistically easier to deal with unequal-sized plots when 
carrying out rapid, low-resolution field surveys. 

All setting edges, VR patches and reserve strips are stratified into distinct and relatively 
homogeneous stand, geomorphic and/or geometric “entities” (areas or lengths).  Smaller 
patches of trees (i.e., those less than 50 metres across) are difficult to split into separate 
plots even if the stands and terrain within these areas are not homogeneous; therefore, 
they are treated as single samples (plots).  When a VR patch has a diameter greater than 
approximately 50 metres or an area greater than one hectare, the edges of the patch are 
sampled in the same way that an external boundary is sampled.  This stratification 
approach creates plots of unequal length or unequal area.  The amount (percent) of 
windthrow was estimated for a nominal depth of 25 metres in from the edge of external 
boundaries, the edges of larger patches, and the edges of retained strips (e.g., riparian 
reserves).  In the case of retained strips that were less than 25 metres wide, windthrow 
was estimated for the full width of the strip.  Plate 1 Appendix I illustrates the variety of 
strata that may be present in a single setting. 

                                            
2 The term “forested riparian management zone” is used to distinguish between “forested” riparian 
management zones where trees are retained and riparian management zones where all or almost all trees are 
cut.  Riparian areas where small conifer regeneration (i.e. generally less than 2-3 metres tall) is retained 
were not sampled. 
3 One wind season is one fall-winter-spring season, i.e., October to April. 
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Stratification or separation was based on the following field criteria: 

• Significant changes in the orientation (aspect) of a falling boundary (e.g., a 30° 
change in boundary aspect). 

• Visible and significant changes in slope angle, terrain (surficial materials), slope 
morphology, soils, or soil drainage along a falling boundary or within a patch. 

• Changes in forest (stand) type (species composition or height) along a boundary or 
within a patch. 

• Type of edge treatment:  untreated, feathered, thinned, topped and pruned, etc. 

• The type of forested riparian area.  Riparian areas are classified as one or two-sided 
leave areas (i.e., external stand edges versus strips of timber bounded by “clearcut” 
areas on either side). 

• Change in reach classification of the streams contained within riparian areas. 

• Two-sided riparian strips were sampled on both sides; each side of the strip was 
treated as a separate sample.  Strip shelterwood treatments were sampled in the same 
way. 

• Changes in the amount or character of windthrow did not affect sample selection. 

• The sample segments (plots) were a minimum of 50 metres long; however, shorter 
segments that are very distinctive should be sampled as separate plots.  Short 
segments similar to adjacent areas were incorporated in the most similar adjacent 
plot. 

All external edges, groups and patches within an opening were sampled. 

The stratified, unequal length or unequal area plots improve sampling efficiency and 
ensure that any visible environmental differences that may exert a significant effect on 
windthrow response are sampled.  Since the two important target variables (percent 
windthrow and distance of penetration of windthrow) should not be affected by sample 
segment length, the differences in the lengths of the edge plots should significantly affect 
the outcome of the study.  Some terrain/soil types are inherently quite variable over 
relatively short distances so sampling the full length of such “strata” should generate a 
more representative estimate of the amount windthrow occurring within these more 
heterogeneous terrain/soil types.  For the objective of estimating cumulative windthrow 
along falling boundaries, sampling segments of unequal length work as well as plots of 
equal length; however, the same may not hold true for patches/groups.  As patch/group 
size increases, the amount of windthrow in the interior of the patch/group may change.  
This effect can be evaluated by comparing change in patch size to the degree of wind 
damage. 

All segments along all edges or areas traversed are sampled.  Edge plots less than 50 
metres long are rarely sampled, however occasional segments less than 50 metres long 
have been sampled when they were significantly different than the surrounding areas. 
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3.2.3 Dispersed retention 

VR treatments that involve the retention of individual, dispersed trees are sampled by 
counting all standing and windthrown trees.  The total number of dispersed, individual 
trees within a setting is often in the range of 30 to 100 trees so it is feasible to count all 
the trees.  Each setting with dispersed retention is stratified into distinct areas (strata) 
based on terrain type, slope aspect and slope position.  These “terrain strata” are outlined 
on the setting maps in the same way that soils or terrain polygons would be mapped.  
Dispersed stand densities (individual trees/ha) are calculated on an area basis for each 
“terrain polygon” or strata within a block.   

Only limited areas of dispersed retention have been encountered to date, so no analysis of 
the effect of wind on areas of dispersed retention has been carried out. 

VR treatments that involve the retention of more closely spaced individuals (e.g., a 
conventional shelterwood cut) have not yet been sampled.  They will be sampled using 
plots of equal area randomly located within distinct “terrain strata” within a setting (no 
areas fitting these criteria occurred in the pilot study areas).  The approach will be to map 
or split the setting into “terrain or stand strata” using the approach outlined above; but, 
rather than counting all trees, plots will be randomly located within each strata.  These 
plots will have an area of 0.1 ha (17.84 metre radius), and there will be three plots per 
strata.  Since no areas meeting these criteria have been sampled to date, we have not 
evaluated the utility of this particular sampling protocol. 

3.3 Data Collection 

3.3.1 Field data collection 

Much of the data collected in the field is restricted to visual classification of such 
environmental attributes as soil type, slope morphology, surficial materials, boundary 
geometry, and stream class.  In order to streamline data collection, we do not collect data 
on the actual number of trees windthrown or standing.  Instead, we make visual estimates 
of the amount of windthrow present based on nominal classes of:  0, 1, 2, 5% and then 
increasing increments of 5 or 10% for the first 25 metres into a stand edge.  In small VR 
groups and clusters, it is most appropriate to count the number of standing and 
windthrown trees. 

Similarly, we visually estimate the depth of penetration of windthrow into the stand edge 
and the approximate primary and secondary orientations of windthrown trees in each plot 
rather than the orientation of each individual tree.  We use a qualitative wind exposure 
index, or ranking matrix (Appendix IV, Figure 1), to represent the vulnerability of 
boundaries that are subject to winds from more than one direction.   

Species composition and windthrow percentages are based on the merchantable stems in 
a stand and are estimated visually.  Where appropriate, species composition estimates are 
compared to forest cover information included on the logging plan map for the block.   
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We also record any stand edge treatments that occur along or within each sample segment 
or sample area. 

3.3.2 Office map work methodology 

A number of procedures performed for each site are common to both field assessment 
and air photo or map interpretation.  The office tasks take between 0.25 and 0.5 person 
days per block including mapping work and data entry, depending on the number of plots 
in a block.  

First, the length of the plots for external block edges, or the area of the plots when plots 
consisting of entire VR patches are measured.  A histogram is then developed using the 
windthrow orientations (azimuth) for each plot in the block, and the two most numerous 
(dominant) windthrow orientations were determined.  The reverse bearings (orientation 
direction in degrees - 180º) represent the estimated primary and secondary wind 
directions for each block.  A protractor, ruler and transparency with boundary exposure 
types outlined in degrees (Plate 2, Appendix I) are used to determine the type of 
boundary exposure based on the two dominant wind directions.  The centre of the 
transparency is placed in the middle of the boundary edge orientated so that the north 
arrow was perpendicular to the boundary edge.  A protractor is then placed on top and 
orientated parallel to the north lines of the map, with the centre of the protractor over the 
centre of the transparency.  The boundary exposure type is then determined by the 
quadrant of the transparency that the wind direction passes into, after it goes through the 
boundary edge.  

For each plot fetch type (Section 7.1 and Appendix IV) is tabulated and fetch distance 
measured for plots that have windward or windward diagonal boundary exposures.  Fetch 
type and distance are determined using the primary and secondary wind directions for 
each block.   Fetch distance is arbitrarily set at zero for plots with lee, lee diagonal and 
parallel boundary exposures.   

Finally, the stand height upwind of the plot is tabulated using the stand heights recorded 
for the plot upwind of the exposed boundary for each fetch direction.  

4.0 Study Areas 

Plots for the monitoring study are now established out in six widely separated geographic 
areas:  

• Weyerhaeuser’s Queen Charlotte Island operating unit (QCI).  

• The West Island operating unit (West Island) that lies southeast and northwest of 
Alberni Inlet and Barkley Sound on southwest Vancouver Island.  

• The eastern portion of the Port McNeill Timberlands (Port McNeill) on northern 
Vancouver Island. 
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• The North Island Timberlands (North Island) on the central north coast of Vancouver 
Island.   

• Weyerhaeuser’s South Island Timberlands (South Island) on the southeast coast of 
Vancouver Island. 

• Weyerhaeuser’s Stillwater Timberlands (Stillwater) in the southwest portion of the 
Coast Mountains. 

These areas are dissimilar from both an ecological and geomorphic point of view.   

The sampling areas within the West Island operating unit southeast of Alberni Inlet range 
from the Very Dry Maritime Subzone (CWHxm) to the Southern Very Wet 
Hypermaritime Variant of the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone (CWHvh1 - Table 3, 
Appendix II).  The West Island sampling areas in 2001 were located within moderately 
deep valleys within the Vancouver Island Ranges in the west central part of Vancouver 
Island, whereas the sampling areas for 2002 and 2003 were located along the coastal 
plain along the southwest coast of Vancouver Island and on hillsides on the western 
flanks of the Vancouver Island Ranges. 

The North Island sample areas are located in the mid reaches of the Tsitika watershed on 
the central north coast of Vancouver Island.  The Tsitkia is a broad, deep, generally U-
shaped glacial valley located within the Northern Vancouver Island Ranges.  Elevations 
in the area range from sea level to 1800 metres (Mt. Cain).  The Tsitika blocks are 
located on moderately sloping mid-slope areas.  The area is supports extensive stands of 
both old-growth and second-growth conifer forests of the Coastal Western Hemlock Zone 
(CWH).  The North Island sites range from the Submontane Very Wet Maritime Variant 
(CWHvm1) to the Very Dry Maritime Subzone (CWHxm).  Localized areas within the 
Iron River operation south of Campbell River have also been included in the study. 

The Port McNeill sample areas are located within the Nahwitti Lowland subdivision of 
the Hecate Depression on Northern Vancouver Island.  The Nahwitti Lowland 
encompasses the northern end of Vancouver Island north of a line drawn between 
Englewood and Quatsino Sound.  It is an area of low, rounded hills and ridges within the 
Hecate Depression.  Elevations rarely exceed 600 metres above sea level (a.s.l.) except 
for a few isolated summits (Holland, 1976).  Most of area lies within the Submontane 
Very Wet Maritime variant (CWHvm1) and the Southern Very Wet Hypermaritime 
variant (CWHvh1) of the CWH.  Western hemlock, balsam and cedar dominate the forest 
cover within the area.  There are large areas of second-growth plantations within the area 
as well as extensive areas of uniform 80 to 90-year-old stands that developed after severe 
wind events in the early part of the 20th century.  The Port McNeill area has a somewhat 
wetter and cooler climate and generally stronger and more frequent winds than the West 
Island and the North Island. 

The Queen Charlotte Islands unit is located within the Submontane Wet Hypermaritime 
Coastal Western Hemlock Variant (CWHwh1).  This zone has a significantly wetter and 
cooler climate and generally stronger winds than other coastal zones.  The Queen 
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Charlotte Islands sample areas are located on low to moderately high rounded hills and 
ridges within the Skidegate Plateau and low-lying coastal plain areas within the Queen 
Charlotte Lowlands. 

The Stillwater sites are located primarily in the Southern Fiord Ranges (Pacific Ranges) 
of the Coast Mountains (Mathews, 1986), and to a lesser extent on the lower hills and 
coastal lowlands that lie south of the mountains.  The Stillwater sampling area includes 
portions of the CWHdm, the CWHvm2 and the CWHxm biogeoclimatic variants. 

The South Island sites are located along the northern flanks of the southern Vancouver 
Island Mountains and on localized coastal lowlands that lie north of the mountains.  The 
South Island operating area includes portions of the CDFmm, the CWHmm2 and the 
CWHxm.  This area has a generally drier climate than the other coastal areas included in 
the study. 

The study database now consists of total of 2994 plots.  Of these, 406 are located in 
North Island, 517 are in Port McNeill, 363 are in the Queen Charlotte Islands, 203 occur 
in South Island, 327 are in Stillwater and 1178 plots are located in West Island.  The 
study comprises a total of 98 harvested blocks, representing 191 kilometres of external 
setting boundaries, 27 kilometres of larger patch edges, 112 hectares of smaller retention 
patches and 52 kilometres of riparian reserve and other strip edges (Table 5a). 

Locating the pilot study in these widely separated areas allows us to evaluate the possible 
extremes of windthrow that may be associated with VR silvicultural practices. 

About 53% (Table 3b) of the sample plots are located along external setting edges and 
8% along the edges of larger VR patches.  Approximately 21% of the samples represent 
small clusters and groups of trees, and about 15% occur along strips of timber.  Three 
percent of the plots are in areas of dispersed retention.  A total of 190.8 kilometers of 
external falling boundary were sampled (Table 5a).  The minimum plot length for these 
external falling boundaries is 20 metres (Table 5a, Figure 1).  The maximum length is 
365 metres, and the average length is 120 metres.  Figure 1 displays the frequency 
distribution of plot lengths along external setting edges. 

There are 247 plots along the edges of large, internal patches (Table 5b and Figure 2).  
The average length of patch edge sampled is 111 metres with a minimum length of 30 
metres and a maximum length of 310 metres.  

The sample plots representing retained groups and small clusters of trees range in area 
from 0.01 to 1.1 hectares and average 0.19 hectares (Table 5c and Figure 3).   

The plots representing retained strips of timber and including the strata categories: 
bulges, peninsulas, ribbons, and narrow and wide strips, ranged from 10 to 200 metres in 
width and from 20 metres to 550 metres in length (Tables 5d and 5e; Figures 4 and 5).  
The mean width is 44 metres.  Peninsulas and bulges that for part of external setting 
edges tend to behave more like other retained strips (generally riparian areas or gullies) 
than external edges or patch edges.  They are sampled as separate strata, but due to 
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relatively small sample sizes are included in the analysis of wind damage associated with 
other retained strips. 

Most of the sample blocks were logged one to five years prior to sampling; a limited 
number of the samples may underestimate long-term trends in windthrow occurrence.  As 
can be seen from Figures A6 and A7, those areas with less than 1.5 wind seasons appear 
to have less windthrow than older areas.  This finding is similar to trends in windthrow 
over time in areas of dispersed retention, at the Roberts Creek Study Forest on the Sechelt 
Peninsula (B. D’Anjou, pers. comm., 2003).  As a result of these trends, the analysis that 
follows only uses those plots that have experienced at least 1.5 wind seasons.  Inspection 
of Figures A6 and A7 indicates that exclusion of those plots that have been exposed to 
wind for only a limited period of time reduces the number of plots with only minor 
amounts of windthrow but does not substantively affect the rest of the distribution. 

7.0 Analysis of Project Data – Results and Discussion 

Analysis of the project data consists of simple tabular and graphical analysis to identify 
trends in the data.  To obtain valid means for percent windthrow, plots of unequal length 
and unequal area are weighted using length and area-based weighting factors.  The 
nominal length used to develop the length-based weighting factor is 25 metres, and the 
nominal area to develop the area-based weighting factor is 0.1 ha. 

We separate the area data (groups and clusters) from the edge data for the purposes of 
analysis.  We also separate the edge data into general classes for ease of description and 
because there appear to be distinct differences in the amount of wind damage among 
different edge strata (Tables 6, 7, 9 and 10).   

External boundaries and patch edges are analysed separately, but the mean values for 
wind damage are not dramatically different from a practical point of view.  Because of 
relatively small sample sizes, narrow and wide retained strips were combined together 
with ribbons, peninsulas and bulges as these strata have similar geometric characteristics 
even though the range in windthrow distributions for these strata is quite large. 

The results presented in this section are based on the plots from those blocks that have 
experienced at least 1.5 wind seasons. 

Data from Weyerhaeuser private lands in South Island, North Island and West Island 
were collected independently from the VR windthrow data for the TFL 39 and TFL 44 
crown lands at Weyerhaeuser’s cost, but are included in the following analyses for sake 
of completeness and to provide a more comprehensive picture of VR-associated 
windthrow on the BC coast. 

7.1 Windthrow Relationships Along External Edges 

A number of environmental variables or attributes were compared to the amount of 
windthrow along external block edges.  All the blocks in the project data set are variable 
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retention blocks.  All these blocks contain groups and/or strips of trees and occasionally 
larger patches of retained trees.  A limited number contain dispersed individual trees in 
addition to the patches, groups and strips.  There are portions of some these blocks where 
there are no or only very limited areas of retention; these areas are treated as clearcuts 
from the standpoint of exposure of setting edges or other sample strata to strong winds.  
As can be seen from Figure B2, the amount of windthrow along setting edges varies 
geographically, with North Island and the QCI having the highest values and South Island 
the lowest.  Some of the North Island blocks were exposed to an extreme windstorm in 
December 2001 that affected the east and north sides of Vancouver Island north of 
Campbell River so may not be representative of longer-term trends. 

The average amount of windthrow along external edges was about 11±0.24% (Table 6 
and Figures B1 and B2).  The mean values range from 16±0.5% windthrow in North 
Island to 6±0.5% in South Island.  As outlined in Section 3.0, percent windthrow along 
edges is visually estimated for a nominal zone that is 25 metres deep.  The penetration of 
windthrow into the stand is estimated as the distance to the last upturned root mass from 
the edge of the setting (or patch edge for large patches).  The average penetration distance 
is 10±0.2 metres and ranges from a mean of 6±0.4 metres in South Island to 
14±0.4 metres in North Island.  In all areas, wind damage in the form of stem break and 
leaning trees is relatively low averaging 3% and 2% respectively (Table 6).  As we noted 
above, the windthrow rates for North Island may not be representative due to the extreme 
winds in 2001. 

The amount of windthrow is positively correlated with the degree of exposure of the 
edges of blocks to storm winds.  Edges that are directly exposed to the wind (windward 
and windward diagonal boundaries) suffer considerably more windthrow than lee and 
parallel boundaries (Figure B3).  Windthrow rate ranges from about 5% on lee edges to 
16 to 17% on windward edges.  A number of external edges in a single block in Stillwater 
that were bounded on the inside of the opening by extensive areas of fairly dense 
dispersed retention (i.e., 40-60 stem retention and 4.5 wind seasons of exposure) 
exhibited very low windthrow rates.   The trend for boundary exposure is similar to that 
for the wind exposure index, a simple ranking method that combines the exposure classes 
for the two dominant wind directions in an area (see Appendix III).  The windthrow rates 
average about 8% for a very low wind exposure index and about 18% for a very high 
index (Figure B4). 

For the purposes of this study fetch is defined as the distance from the centre of a plot on 
an external boundary, patch edge or retained group of trees to the upwind external block 
boundary along the trend of the primary and secondary windthrow orientations in a block.  
Lee boundaries and parallel boundary exposures were assigned a nominal fetch distance 
of zero metres.  For purposes of analysis, the primary and secondary fetch distances were 
combined to derive an “cumulative fetch distance” as a way of recognizing that wind 
forces may have been applied to a boundary by winds from more than one direction.  To 
simplify data analysis and allow for the large variation in fetch distances, cumulative 
fetch distances were combined into 6 distance categories using the automatic categorizing 
                                            
4 Standard error of the mean. 
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procedure in SPSS5.  These categories ranged from zero metres to 500 to 1650 metres 
(Figure B5). 

Figure B5 shows the apparent relationship between cumulative fetch distance and 
windthrow.  It appears that windthrow increases fairly consistently with increasing fetch 
distance.  Windthrow increases from an average of about 5% for cumulative fetch 
distances of less than 70 metres to about 20% at mean distances of 500 to 1650 metres.  
There are not enough data for longer fetch distances to determine if the windthrow rate 
levels off at greater distances.  These results will be confounded to some degree by 
differences in the character of the fetch surface and other factors such as tree height and 
changes in boundary exposure. 

The character of the fetch surface is described by a series of fetch surface categories.  
These fetch surface categories vary from forest (standing timber) through groups or 
patches of timber, groups of timber mixed with dispersed trees, to dispersed trees and 
clearcut areas.  We would expect that increasing tree cover in the area upwind of a 
boundary might shelter the boundary to some degree.  The comparison is generalized into 
areas with and without retention and/or forest cover, and combined for the two dominant 
fetch directions (Figure B6).  Inspection of Figure B6 suggests that the presence of 
retention elements (groups, patches, strips, etc.) results in a roughly 50% reduction in the 
rate of windthrow along external boundaries compared to clearcut-like situations (i.e., 
there are no retention elements occupying the upwind surface).  Lee boundaries where the 
fetch surfaces comprise standing timber (forest) have the lowest windthrow rates.  We 
caution that the number of clearcut-like fetch samples is relatively small and these 
comparisons are confounded to some degree by other factors such as fetch distance. 

There are only a limited number of sites in the data set where edge treatments were 
carried out to reduce the potential for windthrow along external boundaries.  There is no 
clear pattern in the amount of windthrow associated with these treatments (Figure B7).  A 
short-term study of “leading edge” treatments in 26 blocks in West Island found a similar 
result (Rollerson, et al., 2003), however, a second, longer-term retrospective study of 26 
blocks in North Island (Rollerson, et al, 2004) showed a definite reduction in the amount 
of windthrow following manual topping and pruning treatments.  The lack of any clear 
evidence of reduction of windthrow with edge treatment in the current study is likely a 
function of the wide variety of sites in the database and a lack of comparable sites for 
comparisons between treated and untreated edges.  Filtering of the data so that only 
similar sites are compared could show more definite trends, but the data set of treated 
edges in this particular database is likely too small for such an approach to be successful. 

Topographic position appears to influence on the amount of windthrow.  Inspection of 
Figure B8 shows that valley floors and lower slopes have the lowest windthrow rates, 
mid valley sides tend to have intermediate windthrow rates and upper slope areas the 
highest windthrow rates.  It is not clear why ridge crests appear to have lower windthrow 

                                            
5 The SPSS catagorize variables procedure converts a continuous numeric data set into a discrete number 
categories.  Data are categorized based on percentile groups containing approximately the same number of 
cases.  The procedure then creates a new variable containing the categorical data (SPSS , 1999c). 
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rates than upper slopes.  This finding may simply be a function of a small sample size; 
ridge crests tend to be avoided as locations for falling boundaries. 

There are a number of stand characteristics that may be related to the amount of 
windthrow experienced along external block boundaries.  These characteristics include 
stand height, tree species, stand density, stand structure and stand origin. 

Figure B9 shows a definite increase in the amount of windthrow along external 
boundaries as stand height increases6. 

There appears to be some indication that dense stands and open stands are less prone to 
windthrow than moderately dense stands, but the trends are not consistent among 
Timberlands (Figures B10 and B15).  There is no consistent trend for stand structure 
(Figure B11).  In some areas multi-storied stands are more prone to windthrow; but in 
other areas, uniform stands are more vulnerable.  It may be that these factors vary with 
changes in stand height or slope position, and so are overwhelmed by the effect of stand 
height or other factors on windthrow rates.  Table 12 provides a comparison between 
different categories of stand origin and slope position.  At lower elevations second 
growth stands tend to have higher windthrow rates that old growth stands but the effect is 
reversed on mid and upper slopes.  In part this may be due to second growth stands being 
more vulnerable and the likelihood that at least some of the remaining old growth stands 
at lower elevations are low volume stands that are relatively short, whereas the higher 
elevation old growth stands are taller.  In some areas geographic distribution may 
confound the comparison between old growth and second growth stands.  For example, in 
West Island most of the second growth stands are located in the central part of Vancouver 
Island while the old growth stands are concentrated near the west coast of the island and 
are often more exposed to strong winds from the North Pacific.  Overall windthrow 
origin stands appear to have the highest windthrow rates, however the sample size is 
relatively small and a number of windthrow origin stands, particularly in the Port 
McNeill area may have been misclassified as harvest origin second growth stands. 

The current data does not show a clear relationship between rooting depth and 
windthrow.  There is some indication (Figure B12) of higher windthrow rates at deeper 
rooting depths, however if the limited number of plots with rooting depths greater than 
100 cm are split out of the population then windthrow rates are lower for these few 
samples. 

Figure B13 indicates substantively higher windthrow rates when falling boundaries are 
located along gully edges and stream escarpments rather than in other edge geometry 
locations.  Boundaries that are setback from the edges of gullies or escarpments tend to 
have lower windthrow rates (Figure B16).  This effect is more dramatic along the edges 
of strips (Figure E15).  See Appendix IV for descriptions of the edge geometry categories 
used in this study. 

                                            
6 The stand height category with no height classification represents plots with missing data.  Graphs for 
other variables generally display missing values in the same way. 
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7.2 Windthrow Relationships Along Patch Edges  

Several environmental attributes were compared to the amount of windthrow along the 
edges of larger patches.  As can be seen from Figure C1, the amount of windthrow along 
patch edges varies among Timberlands, with QCI having the highest values and South 
Island and Stillwater the lowest. 

The average amount of windthrow along patch edges is about 15±0.5% (Table 7).  The 
mean values range from 27±1.6% windthrow in QCI to 5±0.5% in South Island.  The 
average penetration distance is 11±0.4 metres along large patch edges and ranges from a 
mean of 2±0.3 metres in South Island to 15±1.4 metres in North Island.  South Island, 
QCI and Port McNeill appear to suffer relatively high levels of stembreak (10±0.3%, 
9±0.6% and 8±0.5% respectively) along patch edges. 

The amount of windthrow along the edges of large patches increases with increasing 
exposure.  Edges that are directly exposed to the wind (windward and windward diagonal 
boundaries) suffer more windthrow than lee and parallel boundaries (Figure C2).  Mean 
windthrow rates range from about 10 to 15% on lee and parallel edges to about 18 to 23% 
on windward diagonal and windward edges.  The relationship of windthrow to wind 
exposure index shows a similar trend (Figure C3) with mean windthrow values ranging 
from about 12% for a very low to 27% for a very high wind exposure index. 

There is a general increase in windthrow rate as cumulative fetch distance increases, but 
the relationship is more variable than the relationship for external setting edges (Figure 
C4).  Like external edges the presence of retention elements appears to create some 
sheltering effect compared to clearcut-like conditions (Figure C5). 

There is some indication (Figure C6) that some edge treatments are reducing the amount 
of windthrow along patch edges but the sample numbers are relatively small so these 
results should be viewed with caution. 

Topographic position appears to exert some influence on the amount of windthrow along 
the edges of larger patch.  Reference to Figure C7 shows that valley floor areas lower and 
mid slopes tend to have slightly lower windthrow rates than upper slopes and ridge crests. 

Figure C8 shows a no definitive trend in the amount of windthrow along patch edges as 
stand height increases.  Stands less than 20 metres tall and stands taller than 40 metres 
appear to experience lower windthrow rates than other stands, but this apparent decrease 
could simply be a function of sample size. 

There are no consistent trends or patterns in the relationship of windthrow to either stand 
density or stand structure among the various Timberlands (Figures C9 and C10).  In 
general, there do seem to be slightly higher levels of windthrow in moderately dense 
stands compared to dense or open (low density) stands (Figure C11).  Similarly, there is a 
general relationship indicating that uniform (single story) stands will have slightly lower 
windthrow rates than multi-storied stands (Figure C12).  Except for one or two 
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Timberlands, the differences in windthrow rates for the various categories of these two 
stand attributes are likely of little practical significance. 

There is a weak trend (Figure C13) of higher windthrow rates as rooting depth increases.  
There are no strong relationships between windthrow rates and edge geometry categories 
(Figure C14). 

7.3 Windthrow Relationships in Retained Groups and Clusters  

For purposes of this analysis, we lumped groups and clusters (small groups) of trees 
together and use the term “group” to refer to both groups and clusters of trees.  We used 
only plots that had been in place for at least two wind seasons for this analysis.  The split 
between small patches (groups) and the larger patches described above occurs at about 
one hectare. 

The average amount of windthrow in retained groups and clusters ranges from 11±1.7% 
in Stillwater to 44±1.1% in North Island and 44±1.4% the QCI.  The overall average 
windthrow rate for groups and clusters is 29±0.5% (Table 8), compared to an overall 
average of 15% along the edges of larger patches and 11% along external edges (Tables 6 
and 7).  This particular statistic is based on an estimate of the amount of windthrow over 
the entire area of each retained group or cluster, whereas the large patch edge and 
external edge estimates are of the amount of windthrow present in a nominal 25 metre 
band along patch edges.  There is an apparent but weak trend of increasing amounts of 
windthrow as group size increases (Figure D1).  There is no obvious explanation for the 
apparent increase in the amount of windthrow as group size increases.  The results are 
likely confounded by other factors such as differences in tree height and slope position, 
etcetera.  The values are highly variable and the difference in average windthrow rates 
from the smallest to largest category of group area is only 5 or 6%, so there is likely little 
practical significance of the variation in windthrow rates with changes in the size of these 
small patches.  The lower average amounts of windthrow recorded along the edges of 
larger patches, however, shows a reduction in windthrow rates for larger patches 
compared to smaller patches (i.e., <1ha versus ≥1ha). 

Like external edges and the edges of the larger patches there is a general trend of 
increasing windthrow as cumulative fetch distance increases (Figure D2).  There are 
however, no clear trends differences in windthrow amounts associated with different 
fetch surface categories (Figure D3). 

There is no clear indication that edge treatments are resulting in a significant reduction in 
windthrow in retained groups (Figure D4); however the number of treated plots is 
relatively small.   

Slope position appears to have a fairly strong influence on the degree of windthrow in 
small groups and clusters of trees.  Sites on valley floors and lower slopes have the 
lowest rates, mid slopes have intermediate rates and upper slopes and ridge crests the 
highest rates. 
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There is a strong, relatively linear trend of increasing windthrow rate with increasing 
stand height for small patches, ranging from a mean of 12% for stands averaging less 
than 17 metres tall to over 40% for stands taller than 40 meters.  (Figure D6).  There may 
be more windthrow in moderately dense stands compared to dense or open stands (Figure 
D7) reflecting a similar trend found along external edges and the edges of larger patches.  
There may be slightly less windthrow in uniform stands compared to multi-storied stands 
(Figure D8).  

There is a general trend of increasing windthrow as soil depth increases (Figure D9).  The 
pattern of windthrow varies among different soil types (Figure D10) and may be related 
to rooting depths and tree height as they are influenced by changes in soil type and soil 
drainage.  

There is no obvious relationship between windthrow rates and the shape of small patches 
(Figure D11).  As factors such as tree height vary among the various patch shapes, it is 
not possible to come to any definitive conclusions about the effect of patch shape on 
windthrow rates without more detailed analysis. 

7.3 Windthrow Relationships in Strips 

The data set for strips contains 413 plots that have been in place for at least 1.5 winters).  
These data include of a limited number of strips of timber developed as part of strip 
shelterwood cuts, but mainly consist of riparian reserves and other strips left for a variety 
of reasons ranging from wetland protection to visual aesthetics.  The average amount of 
windthrow in retained strips was on the order of 19±0.9% to 21±0.6% (Tables 9 and 10) 
and ranged from 5±1.5% to 28±1.3% among the various operations.  As for external 
edges and patches, only the data from harvest areas older than 1.5 winter wind seasons is 
discussed. 

There is a noticeable decrease in windthrow rates as strip width increases.  These rates 
vary from about 28% windthrow for strips in the 15 to 20-metre width category to less 
than 10% for strips in the 115 to 200-metre width category (Figure E1).  This finding is 
similar to a trend of decreasing windthrow with increasing strip width found in an earlier 
study of windthrow in riparian reserves on northern Vancouver Island (Rollerson and 
McGourlick, 2001).  The windthrow rates along the edges of the wider strips are 
comparable to those recorded along external boundaries and the edges of large patches.  
It is not entirely clear why the narrowest strips (5-10 metres wide) have very low 
windthrow rates however a large portion (40%) of these plots are located on valley floors 
where windthrow rates are typically low, coincidentally a large percentage (70%) of these 
plots have a low wind exposure index, and none of these plots contain stands in the 
greater than 40 metre height category.  We should note that this situation is very similar 
to the conditions present in the small number of plots in the 115 to 200-metre width 
category, which also exhibits low windthrow rates.  We should also point out that these 
relationships are highly variable (Figure E16) and that a very large sample would be 
needed to see any clear trend. 
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Figures E2, E3 and E4 show a general increase in windthrow from less exposed to highly 
exposed boundaries.  Windward boundaries and boundaries with a higher wind exposure 
index tend to have greater amounts of windthrow.  There is typically about a 200% 
increase in the windthrow rate from less exposed to highly exposed edges. 

There is a general though not entirely consistent increase in windthrow as cumulative 
fetch distance increases (Figure E5).  The trend is more variable than for external edges.  
This variability is likely in part a function of the common observation that wind often 
attacks retained strips from both sides.  There is no clear difference between areas where 
retention elements are present upwind of the strip and when the upwind surfaces are 
relatively clear (Figure E6).   

There does not seem to be any obvious correspondence between edge treatments and 
windthrow rates (Figure E7).  As the population of treated strips is small, and the sample 
of untreated strips are not necessarily comparable to the treated strips, caution is advised 
in extrapolating these results. 

There is a general trend of increasing windthrow rates as elevation or relief increases.  
Strips on ridge crests appear to have higher windthrow rates than strips on valley floors, 
while lower, mid and upper slopes have intermediate rates, which increase from lower to 
upper slopes (Figure E8). 

There is a general trend of an increasing amount of windthrow as average stand height 
increases above 20 metres (Figure E9).  Stands less than 17 m show windthrow rates 
averaging about 10% and stands greater than 40 metres in height have average rates of 
over 35%. 

There appears to be an increase in windthrow in moderate density stands while dense and 
open stands have slightly lower rates (Figure E10).    Similarly, there appears to be less 
windthrow in uniform stands that multi-storied stands (Figure E11).  Due to harvest 
history there is an increasing ratio of multi-storied to uniform stands with change in slope 
position or elevation from the valley floor to ridge crests so it may be that we are seeing a 
relationship driven by topographic exposure and not stand structure.  This relationship is 
also present with changes in stand density but the relationship is not quite so obvious 
(Tables 5f and 5g). 

There is a general increase in windthrow rate with increases in rooting depth (Figure 
E12).  Mean windthrow varies from about 15 to 17% for rooting depths less than 0.45 
metres to about 25% for areas with rooting depths greater than 07 metres.  The 
relationship, if any, between soil type and windthrow rate is not clear (Figure 13). 

Strips of retained timber with boundaries located along gully edges exhibit windthrow 
rates three times as high as strip edges that are set back some distance from gully edges 
(Figure E14).  It would appear that even limited setbacks from the edges of gullies can 
result in reductions from 40 to 50% windthrow to rates of less than 10% windthrow. 
(Figure E15).  Other strip locations are typically less vulnerable that those along gully 
edges.  A similar relationship is apparent for the distances windthrow penetrates into 
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gullies.  The mean windthrow penetration was 22 metres when strip boundaries were set 
at the edge of gullies and 16 metres when there was a setback from the edge of the gully. 

7.4 Windthrow Relationships in Areas of Dispersed Retention  

The data set for areas of dispersed retention at this time is limited to a total of 97 plots 
from North Island, South Island, West Island and Stillwater (Table 3a and Figure F1).  
These plots show an un-weighted mean of 17% windthrow, and the values range from 0 
to 58% of the stems windthrown.  Mean windthrow rates in areas of dispersed retention 
range from 8% in Stillwater to 27% in North Island, but total wind damage (windthrow + 
stembreak + leaning trees) varies from 10% in Stillwater to 37% in North Island and 38% 
in West Island (Table 13).  Because of the relatively limited sample size and wide 
geographic distribution of the samples no analysis to relate windthrow conditions to 
environmental attributes was attempted.  Analysis of the relationships between 
windthrow rates and the various environmental and stand variables in areas of dispersed 
retention will need to be postponed until we have accumulated larger data set.  The 
limited data we do have suggests that on a percentage basis wind damage in areas of 
dispersed retention is less that we see with small patches, however we would need to 
compare these values on the basis of total block area to make a valid comparison. 

7.6 Windthrow Penetration  

The distance windthrow penetrates into a stand edge can have significant consequences, 
and data regarding penetration is important for some forest management decisions; for 
example, determination of sensible setbacks from gully escarpments and stream edges.  
Depth of penetration tends to be directly proportional to windthrow rate and total wind 
damage (Figures G11 and G12).  Since the statistics on depth of penetration can be biased 
by the size of retained groups and the width of retained strips (that is, windthrow can 
penetrate to the far side of small groups or narrow strips), we only discuss penetration 
distances along external boundaries and the edges of larger patches of retained timber.  
Summary statistics on windthrow penetration for groups and strips are presented in 
Tables 8 through 10.  Given the proportional relationship between windthrow rate and 
penetration distance shown in Figure G11, it is probably reasonable to assume that the 
relationships found between windthrow rate and the various environmental variables for 
groups and strips will also hold for windthrow penetration. 

Mean penetration distances along external edges and large patch edges vary from 10 to 
11 metres respectively (Tables 6 and 7) and can vary substantially among Timberlands, 
ranging from 2 to 6 metres in South Island to 14 to 15 metres in North Island (Tables 6 
and 7 and Figure G1). 

Average penetration distances increase with changes in the primary boundary exposure; 
lee and parallel boundaries tend to have relatively short penetration distances (7 to 9 m) 
whereas the penetration distances on windward boundaries can be almost twice that of lee 
boundaries (Figure G2).  There is also a strong increase in penetration distance as the 
wind exposure index increases from a mean of about 7 metres for a very low wind 
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exposure index to a mean of about 13 metres for a very high wind exposure index (Figure 
G3).   

There is a fairly consistent increase in penetration distance with increases in cumulative 
fetch distance (Figure G4).  There is no apparent relationship between windthrow 
penetration and the character of the upwind fetch surface (Figure G5. 

There is a generally strong trend of increasing penetration with increasing stand height 
(Figure G6) up to a height of about 40 metres (Figure G6).   

There is no obvious relationship between windthrow penetration and edge treatment.  
There may actually be a slight increase in penetration along treated edges, but the 
relationship is weak.   

There is a general trend of increasing penetration distance as slope position changes from 
the valley flat locations to ridge crests. 

There is a trend of increasing windthrow penetration as rooting depths increase (Figure 
G9), but the differences in penetration distance do not appear to be of practical 
significance.   

There is no definitive pattern in the degree of windthrow penetration along external edges 
with changes in edge geometry, but there are slightly greater penetration depths along 
gully edges and stream escarpments (Figure G8).  Lateral, hillslope and boundaries set 
back from the edges of gullies and streams, which often run at right angles to up or down 
valley winds appear to have intermediate levels of penetration, however, the differences 
between these and other edge geometries may not be significant.  The benefits of locating 
external setting boundaries back from the edges of stream escarpments and gully edges 
are more apparent in Figure G14 where only the gully and stream escarpment 
relationships are displayed.  External boundaries set back from gullies edges and stream 
escarpments show an approximate 40% decrease in windthrow penetration compared to 
those located at gully edges or along the top edges of stream escarpments.  Figure G13 
suggests a weak but general decrease in penetration distance as setback distance 
increases.  There is a similar trend when variable width strips of timber are left along 
these same features (see Section 7.3 above). 

8.0 Summary  

As expected there are some regional differences in windthrow.  The average amount of 
windthrow along external setting edges varied from an average of 5% on the Port 
McNeill blocks to 15% in the North Island blocks with an overall average of 11%.  The 
edges of larger patches show a similar relationship with 5% windthrow in South Island, 
27% in the QCI and a coast-wide average of 15%. 

There is a similar trend with windthrow in smaller patches (groups and clusters of trees).  
The average windthrow in small patches is 11% in the Stillwater area and 44% in the 
Queen Charlotte Islands and North Island, with an overall average of 29%.  Overall, 
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small VR patches (<=1 ha) appear to be more vulnerable to windthrow than external 
setting edges or the edges of larger VR patches.  This result corresponds with findings of 
an inverse relationship between patch size and windthrow found in several other recent 
studies in British Columbia (Burton, 2001, DeLong, et.al. 2001).   

For retained strips of timber, a similar geographic pattern is evident.  Mean windthrow 
rates range from 5% in South Island to 27% in North Island.  The coast-wide average for 
windthrow in strips is about 20 %. 

There is a fairly obvious and not surprising trend in the data indicating that windward 
edges are more vulnerable to windthrow than other boundary exposures.   

Windthrow generally increases with increasing fetch distances for all plot strata although 
the relationship is somewhat variable.  The character of the fetch surface may affect the 
amount of windthrow but there is no clear pattern among different plot strata.  There is 
some indication, at least for external edges that boundaries downwind of areas of 
retention have lower rates of windthrow than areas where the upwind surface is clear of 
obstructions.   

There is no clear indication that pruning or topping and pruning treatments reduce the 
amount of windthrow along the edges of larger patches; however, as the data set for these 
treatments is small and the geographic variation between sites is great, this conclusion 
should be considered tentative.  A 2004 retrospective study focusing on topping and 
pruning treatments along external setting edges in North Island showed a definite 
decrease in windthrow rates with treatment, particularly where the treatments extended 
15 to 20 metres into standing timber (Rollerson, et. al., 2004). 

There is a generally strong relationship between slope position and the amount of 
windthrow.  Topographically exposed locations such as upper slopes and ridge crests 
typically experience more windthrow than lower slopes and valley floors across all plot 
strata.  

For both external and patch edges, strip edges and retained groups, the amount of 
windthrow tends to increase with increases in the average stand height.   

Both external setting edges and the edges of retained strips tend to be most vulnerable 
when located along the edges of stream escarpments or gully sides.  Similar boundaries 
set back from the edges of these features are less vulnerable to windthrow 

There is decrease in windthrow with increasing with increasing strip width.  A similar 
relationship was found with riparian strip widths in a previous study of windthrow on 
Northern Vancouver Island (Rollerson and McGourlick, 2001). 

The distance that windthrow penetrates into stand edges appears to be affected in the 
same way and by the same environmental variables as windthrow rate.  Penetration 
distance varies directly with and is proportional to the windthrow rate or overall wind 
damage rates.  For example, our analysis indicates that penetration varies with changes in 
boundary exposure.  Penetration distances are less on lee boundaries compared to 
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windward boundaries.  A similar relationship is seen with fetch distance, as fetch distance 
increases so does the distance windthrow penetrates into a stand edge.  

9.0 Adaptive Management Implications 

The following ideas or strategies are derived from the results to date of the VR 
windthrow monitoring study.  These ideas are not a comprehensive list of all the possible 
approaches that could be used to reduce wind damage.  They are presented as a possible 
set of options that can be implemented operationally in the short-term and then monitored 
and modified as necessary within an adaptive management context. 
 
Plan for a lower number of riparian and gully reserve strips but make them wider.  Focus 
the establishment of wider riparian and gully reserves in higher risk environments.  For 
example, steep gully headwalls at higher elevations where the risks of landslide initiation 
and long landslide travel distances and significant downslope damage are greater if 
severe windthrow occurs. 
 
Set back boundaries 10 to 15 metres from the windward gully edges and stream 
escarpments to reduce the potential for windthrow penetrating into gullies and across 
streams.  When feasible, feather and/or top and prune these boundaries.  The data suggest 
than setbacks of even a few metres will experience lower wind damage rates than 
boundaries located directly along the edges of gullies and stream escarpments. 
 
Where possible avoid locating windward boundaries of VR patches or retention strips in 
tall timber. 
 
In higher windthrow hazard areas (e.g., upper slopes and ridge crests) use large patch VR 
and wide retention strips rather than a number of smaller patches or narrow strips. 
 
Where edge treatments (topping or pruning) are applied they should extend a minimum 
of 15 to 20 metres and perhaps as far as 25 to 30 meters into the standing timber to be 
effective.  Ensure that these treatments are located along windward and windward 
diagonal boundaries by carrying out pre-harvest windthrow orientation assessments to 
identify critical boundary orientations.  Expect these treatments to reduce but not prevent 
windthrow. 

 
To maximize the likelihood that the downwind portions of smaller patches in high 
windthrow hazard areas are not significantly affected by windthrow try to ensure that the 
radius of these patches equals or preferably exceeds the average penetration depths 
documented for small patches regional areas (e.g., ±10 metres in South Island versus ±24 
metres in North Island).  In areas with winds from more than one direction (most of the 
coast) larger diameter patches will be essential if a relatively undamaged core area is to 
be retained. 
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In areas were external setting edges or retention strips are located near critical sites (e.g., 
potentially unstable terrain) try to shelter these edges with VR patches, strips or areas of 
dispersed retention to reduce windthrow rates. 
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Appendix I  
Plates 
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Plate 1. Example of typical plot strata distribution. 
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Plate 2. Transparency used for determining boundary exposure. 
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Appendix II  
Tabular Analysis 
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Table 1a. Topographic distribution of sample plots by Timberland. 

Topography 
North 
Island 

Port 
McNeill QCI 

South 
Island Stillwater 

West 
Island Total 

Broad Moderate Valley 151  37 118 103 97 506 
Coastal Plain 46 244 105    395 
High Hills  80  15  209 304 
Low Hills 53 58 162 30 68 294 665 
Moderate Hills 100 135 59 40 147 260 741 
Moderate Valley 56    9 301 366 
Narrow Deep Valley      17 17 
Total 406 517 363 203 327 1178 2994 
 

Table 1b. Topographic distribution of sample plots by physiography. 

Topography 
Coast 
Mountains

Nahwitti 
Lowlands

Nanaimo 
Lowland 

Queen 
Charlotte 
Lowlands

Queen 
Charlotte 
Ranges 

Vancouver 
Island 
Mountains Totals 

Broad Moderate Valley 103    37 366 506
Coastal Plain  241 44 105  5 395
High Hills      304 304
Low Hills 68   87 75 435 665
Moderate Hills 146    59 536 741
Moderate Valley 9     357 366
Narrow Deep Valley      17 17
Totals 326 241 44 192 171 2020 2994
 

Table 2. Biogeoclimatic variant distribution of sample plots. 
BEC 
variant 

North 
Island 

Port 
McNeill QCI 

South 
Island Stillwater

West 
Island Totals 

CDFmm    91   91 
CWHdm     211  211 
CWHmm1 33 35    51 119 
CWHmm2    36  14 50 
CWHvh1      44 44 
CWHvm1 151 437    606 1194 
CWHvm2     9 30 39 
CWHwh1   326    326 
CWHwh2   37    37 
CWHxm 222   76 107 433 838 
MHmm1  45     45 
Totals 406 517 363 203 327 1178 2994 
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Table 3a. Distribution of sample plots by strata categories. 
Plot strata by 
number 

North 
Island 

Port 
McNeill QCI 

South 
Island Stillwater

West 
Island Totals 

Bulge 8 2 1 1 2 9 23 
Cluster 20 35 4 39 5 92 195 
Dispersed 13   16 37 31 97 
External edges 197 289 246 60 180 616 1588 
Group 75 59 51 56 18 149 408 
Patch edges 15 67 27 7 63 68 247 
Peninsula 15 21 18 1 17 56 128 
Ribbon 4     10 14 
Strip <50 m 45 33 14 23 4 85 204 
Wide strip 14 11 2  1 62 90 
Totals 406 517 363 203 327 1178 2994 
 

Table 3b. Distribution of sample plots by strata categories by percent. 
Plot strata by 
percent 

North 
Island 

Port 
McNeill QCI 

South 
Island Stillwater

West 
Island Total % 

Bulge 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.8 
Cluster 0.7 1.2 0.1 1.3 0.2 3.1 6.5 
Dispersed 0.4   0.5 1.2 1.0 3.2 
External edges 6.6 9.7 8.2 2.0 6.0 20.6 53.0 
Group 2.5 2.0 1.7 1.9 0.6 5.0 13.6 
Patch edges 0.5 2.2 0.9 0.2 2.1 2.3 8.2 
Peninsula 0.5 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.6 1.9 4.3 
Ribbon 0.1     0.3 0.5 
Strips <50 m 1.5 1.1 0.5 0.8 0.1 2.8 6.8 
Wide strips 0.5 0.4 0.1  0.0 2.1 3.0 
Total % 13.6 17.3 12.1 6.8 10.9 39.3 100.0 
 

Table 3c. Plot areas (ha) for clusters and groups by Timberland for 
areas experiencing 1.5 or more wind seasons. 

Timberland 0-.16 .17-.27 .28-.34 .39-.52 >.52   
North Island 8 12 24 24 32 100 
Port McNeill 31 21 18 18 13 100 
QCI 9 31 23 25 12 100 
South Island 34 30 18 18 0 100 
Stillwater 16 15 8 13 48 100 
West Island 20 22 15 22 21 100 
Total 19 21 19 21 19 100 
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Table 4. Distribution of sample plots by Timberland and block. 

Block 
North 
Island 

Port 
McNeill QCI 

South 
Island Stillwater 

West 
Island Totals 

004    23  23 
0401 41      41 
0622     17 17 
104    21   21 
1326 35      35 
1326N 18      18 
1517      18 18 
1626      24 24 
1701      48 48 
1703      35 35 
1709      51 51 
1718A      13 13 
1718B      9 9 
1718C      14 14 
1718D     56 56 
2255 38      38 
2258 21      21 
238     5  5 
2880 36      36 
3439  40     40 
3527      52 52 
3561  26     26 
3608      25 25 
3618      78 78 
3827 31      31 
3903 25      25 
4404      51 51 
4446  45     45 
4472  43     43 
4535  26     26 
4602      28 28 
5315  27     27 
5403  10     10 
5409  32     32 
5503      14 14 
5506  27     27 
5523  21     21 
5527A  25    25 
5527B  15     15 
5527C  32     32 
5527D  20     20 
5527E  40     40 
5599A  9     9 
5599E  44     44 
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Table 4. Distribution of sample plots by Timberland and block–cont’d. 
5702  35     35 
622    17   17 
6701      41 41 
6702      43 43 
6715      20 20 
7607      35 35 
7611      44 44 
7613      12 12 
7623      26 26 
7628      24 24 
7648      18 18 
7649      15 15 
7651      26 26 
7670      21 21 
7673      21 21 
7678      11 11 
7693      27 27 
7729      29 29 
7731      45 45 
7812      51 51 
7834     46 46 
8374 23     23 
8403 33     33 
8550 46     46 
8574     18 18 
8575     9 9 
8645     33 33 
8771     30 30 
902    40  40 
906    7  7 
A144A   35   35 
AIN19   33   33 
AREA23   42   42 
BB6   31   31 
BLW10   37   37 
CANYON200A
S   33   33 
CL901   15   15 
DL2674     50  50 
DRL192   24   24 
FARM12A   30   30 
FARM16   34   34 
FLO20A   23   23 
GI94     28 28 
H2000    44  44 
PORT400   41  41 
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Table 4. Distribution of sample plots by Timberland and block–cont’d. 
        
R917 59      59 
ST238     4  4 
ST42     57  57 
ST44     11  11 
TM176     10  10 
TM181     30  30 
TM188     63  63 
UL806     69  69 
W3424    36   36 
Totals 406 517 363 203 327 1178 2994 
 

Table 5a. External edge plots - length (m) summaries. 
Timberland N Sum Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
North Island 197 25310 128 50 35 275 
Port McNeill 289 32295 112 52 30 355 

QCI 246 28555 116 50 40 330 
South Island 60 7315 122 43 55 305 

Stillwater 180 24445 136 52 50 320 
West Island 616 72830 118 59 20 365 

Total 1588 190750 120 54 20 365 

Table 5b. Patch edge plots - length (m) summaries. 
Timberland N Sum Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
North Island 15 1985 132 35 85 185 
Port McNeill 67 6285 94 30 30 160 

QCI 27 3265 121 29 70 170 
South Island 7 885 126 23 95 150 

Stillwater 63 7145 113 34 40 190 
West Island 68 7735 114 53 30 310 

Total 247 27300 111 40 30 310 

Table 5c. Variable retention group and cluster area (ha) summaries. 
Timberland N Sum Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
North Island 95 24.45 0.26 0.21 0.01 0.97 
Port McNeill 94 16.18 0.17 0.15 0.01 0.62 

QCI 55 13.36 0.24 0.18 0.02 1.00 
South Island 95 11.89 0.13 0.11 0.02 0.50 

Stillwater 23 7.85 0.34 0.35 0.01 1.10 
West Island 241 38.30 0.16 0.18 0.01 0.91 

Total 603 112.03 0.19 0.19 0.01 1.10 
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Table 5d. Strip* length (m) summaries by Timberland. 
Timberland N Sum Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
North Island 86 12005 140 94 40 550 
Port McNeill 67 6675 100 46 30 195 

QCI 35 3340 95 30 55 150 
South Island 25 3275 131 59 45 240 

Stillwater 24 3435 143 67 50 250 
West Island 222 23350 105 53 20 300 

Total 459 52080 113 64 20 550 

Table 5e. Strip* width (m) summaries by Timberland (includes strip 
shelterwood data). 

Timberland N Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
North Island 86 46 24 10 130 
Port McNeill 67 46 21 15 145 

QCI 35 57 23 25 100 
South Island 25 28 14 10 60 

Stillwater 24 62 20 25 100 
West Island 222 45 24 5 200 

Total 459 46 24 5 200 
 
*Includes strips classified as ribbons, peninsulas and bulges. 
 

Table 5f. Changes in stand structure with slope position by percentage 
of plots along retained strips (data weighted by strip length). 

Stand structure Valley flat Lower Mid Upper Crest 
Multi-storied 34 82 85 81 100 
Uniform 66 18 15 19  
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 
 

Table 5g. Changes in stand density with slope position by percentage 
of plots along retained strips (data weighted by strip length). 

Stand density Valley flat Lower Mid Upper Crest 
Dense 58 33 24 15 28 
Moderate 30 58 65 78 72 
Open 13 9 11 6  
Total % 100 100 100 100 100 
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Table 6. Wind damage summary for external edges in place for 1.5 or 
more wind seasons (includes any treated edges). 

Damage index Timberland N weighted Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
% windthrow 

 North Island 922 16 16 0 80 
  Port McNeill 1208 8 8 0 42 
  QCI 997 15 20 0 90 
  South Island 293 6 8 0 40 
  Stillwater 716 8 11 0 75 
  West Island 2632 11 17 0 90 
  Total 6767 11 16 0 90 

Windthrow 
penetration (m) North Island 922 14 13 0 60 

  Port McNeill 1208 11 35 0 380 
  QCI 997 9 12 0 95 
  South Island 293 6 7 0 25 
  Stillwater 713 7 10 0 70 
  West Island 2632 9 11 0 50 
  Total 6764 10 18 0 380 

% stembreak 
 North Island 922 4 5 0 30 
  Port McNeill 1208 4 5 0 30 
  QCI 997 4 5 0 24 
  South Island 293 3 3 0 15 
  Stillwater 716 3 3 0 12 
  West Island 2632 2 3 0 29 
  Total 6767 3 4 0 30 

% leaning 
 North Island 922 2 2 0 15 
  Port McNeill 1208 2 2 0 12 
  QCI 997 3 4 0 30 
  South Island 293 2 3 0 15 
  Stillwater 716 1 2 0 8 
  West Island 2629 1 2 0 15 
  Total 6765 2 3 0 30 
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Table 7. Wind damage summary for large patch edges in place for 1.5 
or more wind seasons (includes any treated edges). 

Damage index Timberland N weighted Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
% windthrow 

 North Island 79 19 14 4 55 
  Port McNeill 206 18 16 0 70 
  QCI 131 27 18 0 65 
  South Island 35 5 3 2 10 
  Stillwater 224 7 8 0 35 
  West Island 264 13 16 0 70 
  Total 939 15 16 0 70 

Windthrow 
penetration (m) North Island 79 15 12 1 40 

  Port McNeill 206 13 10 0 40 
  QCI 131 14 10 0 30 
  South Island 35 2 2 0 5 
  Stillwater 224 7 8 0 25 
  West Island 264 12 15 0 50 
  Total 939 11 12 0 50 

% stembreak 
 North Island 79 3 3 0 10 
  Port McNeill 206 8 6 0 36 
  QCI 131 9 7 0 25 
  South Island 35 10 6 2 20 
  Stillwater 224 3 3 0 10 
  West Island 264 2 4 0 25 
  Total 939 5 6 0 36 

% leaning 
 North Island 79 5 3 0 10 
  Port McNeill 206 3 3 0 13 
  QCI 131 3 3 0 11 
  South Island 35 2 2 0 4 
  Stillwater 224 2 2 0 10 
  West Island 254 1 2 0 10 
  Total 929 2 3 0 13 
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Table 8. Wind damage summary for clusters and groups in place for 
1.5 or more wind seasons (includes treated edges). 

Damage index Timberland N weighted Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
% windthrow 

 North Island 434 44 23 0 90 
  Port McNeill 287 19 17 0 90 
  QCI 267 44 23 3 100 
  South Island 238 14 15 0 75 
  Stillwater 75 11 14 0 100 
  West Island 725 26 24 0 100 
  Total 2026 29 24 0 100 

Windthrow 
penetration  

(m) North Island 434 24 15 0 60 
  Port McNeill 285 14 12 0 40 
  QCI 267 19 9 1 40 
  South Island 238 10 8 0 40 
  Stillwater 75 11 11 0 30 
  West Island 725 15 11 0 40 
  Total 2024 17 12 0 60 

% stembreak 
 North Island 434 7 6 0 25 
  Port McNeill 285 7 7 0 56 
  QCI 267 8 8 0 50 
  South Island 238 5 6 0 42 
  Stillwater 75 2 3 0 20 
  West Island 711 4 5 0 28 
  Total 2010 6 6 0 56 

% leaning 
 North Island 434 2 2 0 13 
  Port McNeill 285 2 3 0 15 
  QCI 267 3 3 0 20 
  South Island 238 2 4 0 35 
  Stillwater 75 2 3 0 10 
  West Island 711 2 3 0 40 
  Total 2010 2 3 0 40 
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Table 9. Wind damage summary for strips and ribbons in place for 1.5 
or more wind seasons (includes any treated edges). 

 
Damage 

Index Timberland N weighted Mean Std. Dev Min Max 
 % windthrow 

 North Island 391 28 27 0 94 
   Port McNeill 201 15 15 0 75 
   QCI 20 19 20 0 48 
   South Island 125 7 7 0 30 
   Stillwater 24 8 8 2 25 
   West Island 715 21 23 0 95 
   Total 1477 21 23 0 95 
 Windthrow 

penetration 
(m) North Island 391 15 11 0 40 

   Port McNeill 201 12 10 0 40 
   QCI 20 8 9 0 20 
   South Island 125 3 5 0 20 
   Stillwater 24 15 16 1 50 
   West Island 715 13 12 0 50 
   Total 1477 12 11 0 50 
 % stembreak 

 North Island 391 6 6 0 27 
   Port McNeill 201 9 7 0 26 
   QCI 20 7 10 0 27 
   South Island 125 5 5 0 20 
   Stillwater 24 2 2 0 5 
   West Island 715 3 3 0 20 
   Total 1477 5 5 0 27 
 % leaning 

 North Island 387 2 2 0 7 
   Port McNeill 201 2 2 0 10 
   QCI 20 5 7 0 15 
   South Island 125 2 3 0 8 
   Stillwater 24 2 2 0 5 
   West Island 715 2 3 0 15 
   Total 1473 2 3 0 15 
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Table 10. Wind damage summary for peninsulas and bulges in place 
for 1.5 or more wind seasons (includes any treated edges). 

Damage Index Timberland N weighted Mean Std. Dev Min Max 
 

% windthrow North Island 89 25 26 0 85 
  Port McNeill 66 25 14 5 60 
  QCI 77 21 24 0 80 
  South Island 6 5 4 0 7 
  Stillwater 92 8 6 0 30 
  West Island 173 18 16 0 70 
  Total 503 19 19 0 85 

Windthrow 
penetration 

 (m) North Island 89 14 12 0 35 
  Port McNeill 66 13 9 2 35 
  QCI 77 8 8 0 25 
  South Island 6 1 1 0 2 
  Stillwater 92 5 9 0 45 
  West Island 173 14 13 0 60 
  Total 503 11 12 0 60 
 

% stembreak North Island 89 7 6 0 22 
  Port McNeill 66 9 6 0 22 
  QCI 77 3 5 0 22 
  South Island 6 5 4 0 7 
  Stillwater 92 2 2 0 10 
  West Island 173 4 4 0 25 
  Total 503 5 5 0 25 
 

% leaning North Island 89 2 2 0 5 
  Port McNeill 66 2 2 0 5 
  QCI 77 2 2 0 5 
  South Island 6 0 0 0 0 
  Stillwater 92 1 3 0 12 
  West Island 173 2 3 0 15 
  Total 503 2 2 0 15 
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Table 11. Comparison of group shape to wind damage for groups and 
clusters in place for 1.5 or more wind seasons. 

Damage index Group shape N weighted Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum 
% windthrow 

 Not recorded 12 36 9 20 50 
  Circle 220 23 25 0 90 
  Doughnut 21 11 9 0 20 
  Ellipse 261 33 23 0 95 
  Polymorphic 426 31 25 0 95 
  Rectangle 686 29 25 0 100 
  Square 162 33 22 0 85 
  Triangle 238 27 22 0 88 
  Total 2026 29 24 0 100 

Windthrow 
penetration (m) Not recorded 12 15 7 0 20 

  Circle 218 10 9 0 35 
  Doughnut 21 9 6 0 15 
  Ellipse 261 16 11 0 40 
  Polymorphic 426 19 12 0 40 
  Rectangle 686 18 14 0 60 
  Square 162 17 11 0 35 
  Triangle 238 16 12 0 40 
  Total 2024 17 12 0 60 

% stembreak 
 Not recorded 12 8 4 0 10 
  Circle 218 6 6 0 42 
  Doughnut 21 6 7 0 25 
  Ellipse 261 8 9 0 56 
  Polymorphic 426 4 4 0 20 
  Rectangle 686 5 5 0 25 
  Square 162 7 7 0 25 
  Triangle 225 7 7 0 23 
  Total 2010 6 6 0 56 

% leaning 
 Not recorded 12 1 1 0 3 
  Circle 218 2 5 0 40 
  Doughnut 21 2 3 0 12 
  Ellipse 261 2 3 0 20 
  Polymorphic 426 3 3 0 20 
  Rectangle 686 2 2 0 20 
  Square 162 3 3 0 12 
  Triangle 225 3 3 0 20 
  Total 2010 2 3 0 40 
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Table 12 Comparison of slope position with stand origin category for 
external edges in place for 1.5 or more wind seasons. 

 

Slope position 
Stand origin 
category N Mean 

Std. 
Deviation Minimum Maximum

Valley flat Fire 183 6 8 0 35 
  Harvest 544 11 9 0 42 
  Unknown7 227 4 5 0 25 
  Total 955 9 9 0 42 
Lower Fire 154 8 12 0 42 
  Harvest 1549 10 12 0 85 
  Unknown 693 8 12 0 80 
  Total 2397 9 12 0 85 
Mid Fire 97 4 9 0 40 
  Harvest 672 8 11 0 75 
  Unknown 2000 11 18 0 90 
  Windthrow 31 23 13 6 50 
  Total 2800 10 16 0 90 
Upper Fire 155 7 11 0 40 
  Harvest 244 13 16 0 60 
  Unknown 817 17 22 0 90 
  Windthrow 36 6 10 0 30 
  Total 1252 15 20 0 90 
Crest Fire 53 4 2 2 9 
  Harvest 11 1 1 0 2 
  Unknown 141 14 16 0 80 
  Windthrow 2 12 0 12 12 
  Total 207 11 14 0 80 
Total Fire 642 6 10 0 42 
  Harvest 3020 10 11 0 85 
  Unknown 3878 11 18 0 90 
  Windthrow 69 14 14 0 50 
  Total 7610 10 15 0 90 
 

                                            
7 Stands classified as having an unknown origin are typically naturally occurring old growth stands where 
there is no longer any obvious evidence of how the stand was established. 
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Table 13 Wind damage summary for areas of dispersed retention in 
place for 1.5 or more wind seasons (unweighted data). 

 

Damage index Timberland N Mean Std. Dev. Minimum Maximum
% windthrow 
 North Island 13 27 15 0 58 
  South Island 16 17 11 0 35 
  Stillwater 37 8 10 0 45 
  West Island 31 23 16 0 50 
  Total 97 17 15 0 58 
% stembreak 
 North Island 13 9 7 0 24 
  South Island 16 13 10 0 33 
  Stillwater 37 2 2 0 7 
  West Island 31 13 13 0 40 
  Total 97 8 10 0 40 
% leaning 
 North Island 13 1 2 0 6 
  South Island 16 1 2 0 5 
  Stillwater 37 1 1 0 4 
  West Island 31 2 4 0 16 
  Total 97 1 3 0 16 
Total wind damage8 
(% of stand) North Island 13 37 15 10 70 
  South Island 16 31 15 4 65 
  Stillwater 37 10 11 0 45 
  West Island 31 38 19 0 75 
  Total 97 26 19 0 75 
 

                                            
8 Total wind damage is the sum of % windthrow, % stembreak and % leaning.  Note that some means totals 
may not appear correct due to rounding as mean values are calculated and stored to 2 decimal places. 
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Appendix III  
Graphical Analysis 

Note: The number of samples (N) tabulated on any of the plots showing percent 
windthrow values are the weighted number of pseudo-replicate samples not the 
true number of samples. 
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Figure A1. Distribution of plot lengths (m) along external edges.  
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Figure A2. Distribution of plot lengths (m) along large patch edges.  
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Figure A3. Distribution of retained groups and clusters by plot area (ha). 
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Figure A4. Distribution of strip widths for retained strips. 
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Figure A5. Distribution of strip lengths for retained strips. 
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Figure A6. Distribution of windthrow by wind season all external and 

large patch edges. 
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Figure A7. Distribution of windthrow by wind season for all groups and 

clusters of retained timber. 
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Figure B1. Distribution of windthrow along external edges that are 1.5 

wind seasons and older. 
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Figure B2. Distribution of windthrow along external edges by Timberland. 
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Figure B3. Distribution of windthrow by boundary exposure along 

external edges. 
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Figure B4. Distribution of windthrow by wind exposure index along 

external edges. 
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Figure B5. Distribution of windthrow by cumulative fetch classes along 

external edges. 
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Figure B6. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 

in combined fetch types. 
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Figure B7. Distribution of windthrow by treatments along external edges  
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Figure B8. Distribution of windthrow along external edges by slope 

position. 
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Figure B9. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 

in average stand height. 
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Figure B10. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 

in stand density. 
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Figure B11. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 

in stand structure. 
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Figure B12. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 
in rooting depth. 
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Figure B13. Distribution of windthrow along external edges with changes 

in edge geometry. 
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Figure B14 Scatter plot of cumulative fetch distance versus % windthrow along 
external edges. 
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Figure B15 Stand density versus % windthrow generalized. 
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Figure B16 Setback distance versus percent windthrow along gullies and 

stream escapments. 
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Figure B17 Stand height versus rooting depth all plots (data is not weighted). 
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Figure C1. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges by Timberland. 
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Figure C2. Distribution of windthrow by boundary exposure along patch 

edges. 
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Figure C3. Distribution of windthrow by wind exposure index category 

along patch edges. 
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Figure C4. Distribution of windthrow by cumulative fetch classes along 

patch edges. 
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Figure C5. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges changes in 

combined fetch categories. 
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Figure C6. Distribution of windthrow by treatments along patch edges. 
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Figure C7. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges by slope position. 
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Figure C8. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges with changes in 

average stand height. 
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Figure C9. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges with changes in 

stand density. 
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Figure C10. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges with changes in 

stand structure. 
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Figure C11 Distribution of windthrow with changes in stand density along 

patch edges. 
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Figure C12 Distribution of windthrow with changes in stand structure 

along patch edges. 
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Figure C13. Distribution of windthrow along patch edges with changes in 

rooting depth. 
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Figure C14 Changes in windthrow rate with changes in edge geometry. 
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Figure D1. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in plot area. 
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Figure D2. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

cumulative fetch distance class. 
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Figure D3. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

generalized fetch type. 
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Figure D4. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in edge treatment. 
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Figure D5. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in slope position. 
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Figure D6. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in estimated average stand height. 
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Figure D7. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

stand density class. 
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Figure D8. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in stand structure class.   
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Figure D9. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in rooting depth. 
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Figure D10. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in dominant soil type. 
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Figure D11. Distribution of windthrow in groups and clusters with changes 

in group shape. 
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Figure E1. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

strip width class. 
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Figure E2. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

primary boundary exposure class. 
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Figure E3. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

secondary boundary exposure class. 
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Figure E4. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

wind exposure index category. 
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Figure E5. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

cumulative fetch distance category. 
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Figure E6. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

general fetch type. 
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Figure E7. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

edge treatment type. 
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Figure E8. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

slope position. 
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Figure E9. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

stand height.  
(Note: there are a limited number of samples in the 17-20 m height classes.) 
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Figure E10. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

stand density class. 
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Figure E11. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

stand structure. 
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Figure E12. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

rooting depth. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure E13. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

dominant soil type. 

Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure E14. Distribution of windthrow in retained strips with changes in 

edge geometry categories. 
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Cases weighted by the length-based weighting factor.  Wind seasons GE 1.5.

Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure E15 Effect of setback distance on % windthrow in buffer strip 

edges located along gully edges and stream escarpments. 
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Figure E16 Scatter plot of strip width versus total wind damage for 

retained strips. 
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Figure F1. Distribution of windthrow in areas of dispersed retention by 

Timberland. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G1. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges by Timberland. 
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Figure G2. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in boundary exposure. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G3. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in wind exposure index. 

Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G4. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in cumulative fetch. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G5. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in the character of the upwind surface. 
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Figure G6. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in estimated average stand height. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G7 Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and large 

patch edges with changes in treatment type. 
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Figure G8 Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and large 

patch edges with changes in slope position. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G9. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external and patch 

edges with changes in rooting depth. 

 
Figure G10. Distribution of windthrow penetration along external edges 

with changes in edge geometry. 
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Figure G11. Relationship between windthrow penetration and windthrow 

rate along external and large patch edges. 
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Figure G12. Relationship between windthrow penetration and total wind 

damage along external and large patch edges. 
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Error Bars show 95.0% Cl of Mean
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Figure G13. Setback distance versus windthrow penetration along external 

edges. 
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Figure G13. Effect of setbacks on windthrow penetration along external 

boundaries along gully edges and stream escarpments. 
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Appendix IV  
Data Coding Documentation 

Note: The data coding conventions included in this appendix are the same as are used 
for the variable retention windthrow monitoring project; however, the majority of 
these attributes were not recorded for the edge treatment pilot study. 
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Windthrow Assessment Codes and Coding Procedure9: 
Enter a unique plot number and the block number, division, watershed, silviculture 
system and date falling was completed for the block across the top of the form. 

Falling Corner Range 
• Enter the falling corners that define the two ends of the plot.  Where a plot boundary 

falls between two falling corners list the distance in metres past the last falling corner 
(e.g. FC 17+50) 

Terrain* 
• O – organic M – moraine,  
• C – colluvial,  R – bedrock,  
• F – fluvial,  L – lacustrine,  
• W - marine 

Slope position 
• C – crest (i.e., a ridge crest) 
• U – upper 
• M – mid 
• L – lower 
• VF – valley flat  

Slope morphology 
• P – planar or uniform – any slope angle 
• U – undulating, - generally level to gently sloping areas 
• I – irregular – generally limited to surface irregularities  1- 2 metres 
• B – benchy  
• H – hummocky – surface irregularities generally of ⁄ 5 metres 
• D – dissected (more than one gully across the slope) 
• G – single gully generally ⁄ 3 metres deep 
• E – stream escarpment generally ⁄ 5 metres high 
• S - depressional 

Soils* 
• P – podzols – brown to orange coloured, well drained mineral soils  
• GP – gleyed podzols – imperfectly drained soils, evidence of gleying (mottles) in the 

mineral soil  

                                            
9 Combinations of some of these variable codes are possible. 
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• G – gleysols – grey coloured soils often with a black organic upper horizon, poorly 
drained soils  

• HG – Humic gleysols – gleysols with a thick upper humus (humic) layer above the 
mineral soil 

• H – humisols (organic soils – boggy areas)  
• F – folisols (thick humus over bedrock) 

Soil Drainage Class 
• R – rapidly drained (colluvial veneers and/or bedrock) 
• W – well drained (podzols in relatively deep materials and moderate to steep slopes) 
• M – moderately well drained (podzols and gleyed podzols in deep materials on 

receiving sites) 
• I – imperfectly drained (gleyed podzols) 
• P – poorly drained (gleysols) 
• VP – very poorly drained (organic soils – bogs) 

Slope aspect 
• The azimuth bearing perpendicular to and away from the slope. 

Rooting depth 
• Estimate average tree rooting depth to the nearest 10 cm increment for the leave area 

(plot). 

Stand structure 
• MS – dominantly multi-storied 
• U – moderately uniform 

Stand height 
• Estimate average height of stand in the plot to the nearest metre (metres) 

Stand origin 
• U – unknown 
• H – harvest (i.e. second growth timber) 
• W – windthrow 
• F – windfire 
• I – insect  
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Tree species 1, 2, 3 and % for each species 
• As on forest cover map or best estimate if forest cover map is not specific in order of 

dominance, with percent (%) as an integer to the nearest 10% (e.g., 3=30%) 

Age class 
• An integer (1, 2, 3 etc.) as on the forest cover map. 

Density 
• 1- dense 
• 2 – moderate 
• 3 - open 

Windthrow (WT) % 
• Estimate amount of windthrow as percentage of trees in stand that are >15 cm DBH 

within the first 25 metres into the stand edge or patch or strip.  Do not include 
saplings and regeneration in these estimates. 

WT Spatial pattern – pattern of windthrow along/within boundary or leave area: 
• U – uniform (well dispersed and continuous) 
• I – irregular (more or less continuous but non-uniform pattern) 
• G – small discrete groups of 1-5 trees 
• P – patches (small discrete patches of windthrow, 1-2 tree lengths across, e.g., 10-20 

trees) 
• S – sections (> 5 tree lengths) 
• WE – windward edge(s) of groups (patches) 
• N – none 
• NS – non-specific edges of groups 

WT penetration 
• Visually estimate the distance (in metres) that upturned roots (not tops) of 

windthrown trees are found into the leave area, stand edge, patch or group. 

WT Orientation 1 and 2 and 3 
• Estimate the average direction of the primary and secondary and teritiary orientations 

of windthrow in the plot.  The direction of orientation is the direction parallel to the 
stem taken from the roots towards the top of the tree.  In some cases there will only 
be one orientation. 
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% Stembreak/ %Leaning 
• Estimate the percentage of trees in the plot that have broken stems and the percentage 

of trees that are leaning strongly (i.e., at an angle of >30 degrees away from the 
vertical) as a result of wind storms. 

WT treatment Rx* 
• F – feathered edge (can only occur in a RMZ),  FS – a feathered edge where only 

saplings are left. 
• P – pruning  
• T – topping 
• N – none known or observed,   
• X – thinned uniform– uniform tree removal throughout strip, all stem sizes retained 

(RMZ). 
• Y – thinned small retained – generally only smaller merchantable trees retained 

(RMZ). 
• PT – pruned and topped 
• FP – feathered and topped 
• FPT – feathered pruned and topped 

Timing of treatment 
• B – before harvest 
• C – concurrent with harvest 
• BW – before first winter 
• AFW – after first winter 
• ASW – after second winter 

Slope angle in plot  
• Record the average slope across the leave area except where the leave consists of 

gentle or moderate slopes adjacent to or above a gully or stream escarpment.  In the 
latter case record in this field the average slope angle on the hillslope area adjacent to 
the gully or escarpment and record the gully wall or escarpment slope angle in the 
gully/escarpment angle field in the stream/gully section of the field data form.  If this 
is a conventional boundary record the slope angle for the first ±20 metres into the 
standing timber. 

Boundary aspect 
• Record the direction perpendicular to and away from the stand (reserve) boundary 

edge.  In the case of 2-sided reserve strips the aspect of both boundaries (sides) of the 
strip are recorded as both sides of the boundary are traversed and treated as separate 
samples. 
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Edge geometry 
• U – uphill – the boundary is on the upslope side of the block.   
• SB – uphill boundary at the base of an escarpment (e.g., bedrock scarp or bluff), 

typicall,y but not always, along the upper edge of a block. 
• D – downhill (the boundary is on the downhill side of the opening and the slopes are 

generally >40%, up to 70%). 
• L – lateral (a boundary running roughly perpendicular to the horizontal contour and 

slopes along within the leave strip or setting edge are generally range from 10 to 
40%) 

• F – flat or level or undulating 
• GE – gully edge (falling boundary runs along the edge of a gully). 
• GS – gully setback:  boundary is located on the hillside slope adjacent to the gully 

(the leave strip includes both the gully and a strip of standing timber along the hillside 
beside or above the gully.  The falling boundary is often 5 to 20 metres away from the 
edge of the gully.  The slopes within the hillslope portion of the leave strip are less 
steep than those on the gully side.) 

• SE – Escarpment (scarp edge).  Slope angles are generally >70% when this 
designation is used. 

• SS – scarp setback: the hillside slope along or above a stream escarpment or other 
definite escarpment. (The leave strip includes both the escarpment and a strip of 
standing timber along the hillside beside or above the escarpment.  The falling 
boundary is often 5 to 20 metres away from the edge of the escarpment.  The slopes 
within the hillslope portion of the leave strip are less steep than those on the 
escarpment.) 

• H – hillslope - used when the boundary is running perpendicular to the contours and 
the slopes are between 40 and 70%. 

Boundary shape 
• 1 - concave 
• 2 – convex 
• 3 – straight 
• 4 – complex (irregular) 

Influences 
• S – possible shelter by an adjacent boundary 
• E – possible increased exposure because of an adjacent boundary 
• O – possible increased exposure because of the opposite side of the strip edge is a 

windward boundary 
• T – possible shelter by topography 
• L – Lake adjacent (i.e., one side of strip or patch, is bounded by a lake) 
• W – Wetland adjacent 
• P – Plantation adjacent 
• N – nominal (nothing obvious) 
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• D - Dispersed trees retained in surrounding area 

Harvesting system 
• G - Grapple 
• T - High lead tower 
• H - Hoe  
• R - Helicopter 
• S - Skyline 

Plot type (strata) 
• E - External block edge 
• P - Patch edge 
• WS -‘Wide’ strip edge > 50 m wide 
• PE - Peninsula edge a strip that extends into an opening but is attached to the external 

boundary 
• B – Bulge – a stubby peninsula that is wider than it is long 
• S - Strip < 50 m wide – strips have straight edges 
• R - Ribbon – strips with curves 
• GE - Group edge 
• G - Group – groups are groups of trees 20 to 50 m wide 
• X - Cluster – groups of trees less than about 20 metres wide 
• D - Dispersed individuals 

Group/cluster/patch shape 
• S - Square 
• C - Circle 
• R - Rectangle 
• E - Ellipse 
• P - Polymorphic 
• T - Triangle 
• D – Doughnut (typically polymorphic or irregular with a low area in the centre of the 

group or patch) 

Boundary purpose 
• R – Riparian - streams 
• L – Lake riparian 
• T - Terrain stability 
• W - Wildlife 
• V - Visual 
• G – Generic 
• S – Wetland  
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Leave strip width (treated and/or untreated) 
• This is the distance in metres from the edge of the riparian reserve zone or 

management zone (leave area) to the stream or other feature.  If the margin or all of 
the leave area has been treated (e.g. feathered, thinned, topped, pruned) then record 
the width of this zone in the treated width field.  Record the untreated leave strip 
width in the untreated width field.   

Treatment depth (width) and percentage 
• Distance in metres that pruning or feathering etc. extends into the stand edge and the 

approximate percentage of trees treated or removed from the stand edge within that 
distance. 

Fetch Type 
• C - Clearcut 
• S - Strip(s) 
• R - Ribbon(s) 
• G - Groups 
• X - Clusters 
• GX - Groups and clusters 
• D - Dispersed individuals 
• GD - Groups and dispersed individuals 
• XD – Clusters and dispersed individuals 
• GXD - Groups  /clusters / dispersed individuals 
• GDZ – Groups, dispersed individuals and dispersed saplings and/or groups of 

saplings (Z) 
• GXDZ – Groups/ clusters/ dispersed individuals and saplings (saplings = non-

merchantable) 

Setback distance  
• Distance a boundary is setback from the edge of a gully or escarpment. 

General topography of area 
• CP – coastal plain 
• LH – low hills (relative relief = 50 – 200 metres), no well defined valleys 
• MH – moderate hills (relative relief = 200 – 500 metres), no well defined valleys 
• HH – high hills (relative relief = 500 – 1000 metres), no defined valleys 
• SV - Shallow well defined valley (relative relief is less than 200 metres) 
• MV – Moderately deep, well defined valley (relative relief 200 – 500 metres) 
• DV – deep, well defined valley (relative relief 500 – 1000 metres) 
• VDV – very deep, well defined valley (relative relief is greater than 1000 metres) 
• MVN – narrow (V-shaped), moderately deep, well defined valley 
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• MVB – broad (U-shaped), moderately deep, well defined valley 
• DVN – narrow, deep, well defined valley 
• DVB – broad, deep, well defined valley 

Boundary exposure (1st, 2nd)  
For external boundaries and long-axis exposure for patches/groups 
• This is the boundary exposure or orientation relative to the apparent primary and 

secondary windthrow (wind) orientations recorded for the block (there may be no 
clear dominance).  Windward and lee refer to the standing timber edge (e.g., a stand 
edge that has a wind blowing directly into it from the ‘open clearcut area’ is defined 
as a windward boundary).  Make these estimates in the office after all plot data has 
been collected for a given block.  Use the apparent dominant direction of windthrown 
trees around the perimeter of the block to make this estimate not just the windthrow 
orientations from a single plot.  Be careful not too generalize too much.  In some 
cases, for example if a block straddles a ridge line at the intersection of two valleys 
(e.g., an east-west valley and a north-south orientated valley), the dominant wind 
directions may vary from one side of the block to another. 

 
 
 
 
• W – windward edge 
• L – lee edge 
• P – parallel edge 
• WD – windward diagonal 
• LD – lee diagonal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Valley axis orientation   
Take this measurement from a 1:50,000 scale map so that the general orientation of the 
valley in the vicinity of the block can be easily seen.  Where a block is exposed to two 
different valley orientations (e.g., a block which straddles a ridge line) then record the 
valley orientation relevant to each individual plot.  This data is evaluated to determine 
how strongly the orientation of specific valleys influences or does not influence the 
direction of damaging winds. 
• N-S 
• E-W 

 Lee edge 

Windward    
diagonal 
edge 

 Parallel  edge 
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• NW-SE 
• NE-SW 

Stream name  
• Record from the logging plan map 

Stream class 
• S1 –S6 as per the BC Forest Practices Code 

Reserve type 
• RRZ-1– 1-sided riparian reserve zone (streams) 
• RRZ-2– 2-sided riparian reserve zone (streams) 
• FRMZ-1 – 1-sided forested riparian management zone.  Usually refers to strips 

where most larger trees are left but can be a feathered edge  where only a few of the 
larger large trees are left by the fallers.  If the riparian management zone is composed 
only of stumps (e.g. there are no residual trees) then do not record the RMZ as being 
present. 

• FRMZ-2 – 2-sided forested riparian management zone.   
• WTP wildlife tree patch 
• GR – gully reserve 

Stream width and depth 
• Estimate the stream width and depth in metres at bankfull discharge. 

Bed and bank materials (textures) 
• c – clay 
• z – silt, zs – silt and sand 
• s – sand, sg – sand and gravel 
• g – gravel, gk – cobbles and gravel 
• k - cobbles 
• b – boulders, bk –boulders and cobbles, bkg – boulders, cobbles, gravel 
• r – rubble 
• a – blocky 
• R - bedrock 

These codes can be used when there is a mixture and/or distinct zones of the above 
textures/materials. 
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WT Proximity – proximity of windthrown trees to the stream channel 
• N – none apparent - no windthrow reaches the stream 
• T – touching -  tops of some trees touch and a few windthrown trees may cross the 

stream 
• A – across – a large number of  the windthrown trees fall across the stream and most 

are lying 2 metres above the stream 
• B – bank – trees in and along bank are uprooted 
• X – trees on both sides of the stream are uprooted 
• S – suspended – most windthrown trees are > 2 – 3 metres above the stream 
• AX – across and there are uprooted trees on both sides of the stream 
• AB – across and uprooted trees along stream bank 

Stream Effects 
• N – none apparent 
• B – limited bank disturbance (estimate % of bank length disturbed: 1%, 2%, 5%, 

10%, up to 20%) 
• C – channel and stream banks are significantly disrupted  (more than 30% of channel 

is disturbed – estimate % length of channel disturbed). 
• S – some sediment delivery  to channel visible or very likely 
• U – unknown 
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Figure 3-I. Wind Exposure Index/Wind Exposure Class 
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Note:  Wind Exposure Index = (Boundary exposure 1 rank ) + (Boundary exposure 2 rank ) 

 
Wind Exposure Index 

(sum of ranks) 
Wind Exposure Class Wind Exposure Class 

number 
0 Very low 1 

1-2 Low  2 
3-4 Moderate 3 
5-6 High 4 
7-10 Very high 5 

The wind exposure index (WEI) is a simple, qualitative scoring scheme, developed for 
the riparian windthrow study, that ranks the expectation that a specific falling boundary 
segment will be affected by strong winds from more than one direction.  The primary and 
secondary (or co-dominant) windthrow orientations for a block are compared in turn to 
each specific boundary segment orientation (aspect) to determine the primary and 
secondary exposure categories for that boundary segment (i.e., lee, windward or an 
intermediate exposure category).  The assumption is made that the post-logging 
windthrow orientations in a sample block or boundaries in the immediate vicinity indicate 
the dominant wind directions that may affect a specific boundary segment.  A simple 
ranking matrix is then created that lists boundary exposure categories along the x and y 
axes, defined as lee through windward and ranks them consecutively (i.e., lee = 1, 
parallel = 3, windward = 5).  The individual rank values are added vertically and 
horizontally to determine the WEI for specific boundary segments or riparian sample 
strips.  When there is only one windthrow (wind) orientation the WEI can be less than 3. 

 


